FRAME PAD
ELEVATOR KIT
USER GUIDE

Adult assembly required
Read User Guide before assembling
Please keep this guide for further reference

SAFETY INFORMATION:
Conforms to standard EN12195/2
Material: POLYESTER
For trampoline use only. NEVER TO BE USED FOR LIFTING.
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Exploded Diagram

Claw hook

Short Strap with
ratchet and claw
hook

Long strap with claw hook

Pre-drilled holes in frame

Frame Pad Elevator Kit
Parts List
 4 x ratchets with attached strap and claw
hook (Part A)
 4 x long straps with claw hook (Part B)
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STEP

1
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Locate parts A and fix the hooked ends into the pre drilled holes
shown in the diagram on the right.
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At both ends of the trampoline frame, a ratchet should be attached
on a side rail and an end rail at opposite sides of the frame
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For each ratchet strap, loop the strap under and
back over the hooked end as shown in image
to the right.

Take part B and allocate the hooked end to
the designated hole at the opposite end of
the trampoline to the ratchet.
Wind the strap under the rail and back over
the hook in the same way you did the
ratchet strap.
Take part B and thread the
material end through the narrow
gap between the ratchet.

Part A
Part B

STEP
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Repeat this process with the other 3 ratchet straps ,
connecting Part B to elongate the strap and then fixing
the hooks into the provided holes.
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The diagram below shows what one of the corners should look like.
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STEP
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Take up the slack in the ratchet straps but do
not tension at this stage.

STEP

7

Fit the frame pads as described on the next
page.

STEP

8

Finally, working from underneath the frame,
use the ratchet lever to tension the straps
by manoeuvering it up and down. When the
frame pads are elevated above the springs
by approx. 1cm, you have completed fitting
your Elevator Kit.

